One way to build a digital display panel to go with GliderScore.
Hi. I have enjoyed carrying out this project and seeing the display panel that I built work for the very
first time. A great feeling. Nothing is really difficult. It all just needs to be thought through before
you begin so that there aren’t any surprises. Hopefully this document will help.
What are the major components needed?
Really there are only two that you probably couldn’t or shouldn’t build yourself.

These are Maxx Tronic 9” 7 segment display panels (front and back views). I built a double sided
display board and so I needed 8 of these. Most will save a lot of money and buy 4 for a single sided
display.
I chose the more expensive ultrabright units (MXA004). I didn’t want to risk using the less expensive
and less bright MXA037 in case they just weren’t good enough to be seen in direct sunlight.
I bought mine from QKits Electronics at USD41.95 each, plus shipping. You might be able to do
better elsewhere, but I found them easy to deal with. They helped by arranging a cheaper shipping
method than that offered on their website. Shipping to Australia was USD20.00.
The MXA004 is now down to USD39.95 and the MXA037 is USD24.95. So, quite a difference there.

GliderScore Display Interface (not made by me, or sold by me, but enthusiastically supported by me).
You will want one of these (will handle double sided display). It is from Embedded-Ability
(www.Embedded-Ability.com) and is built specifically to work with GliderScore. Make all the right
connections and it ‘just works’. One of these will set you back USD110.00 at time of writing (25 Jan
2016). Shipping is free within the US. Otherwise you will have to enquire.

What Size to Build?
I decided to make my panel flat and with few protrusions. This meant enclosing the LED panels and
interface in one unit. So my size became 1000mm x 380mm x 20mm(enclosed depth). Plywood
backing adds to the overall depth, as does Perspex on the front. So overall depth is about 25-26mm.
Everything will easily fit in the 20mm depth except for the interface board. This needed one easy
modification to the voltage regulator part. On the left you can see the upstanding tab that makes it
all too high. On the right is the tab bent over to make it fit. The tab is quite soft metal. Just don’t
bend it back. It will probably break if you do.

The disadvantage of enclosing everything is that the connections and jumpers can only be accessed
by removing the Perspex (8 screws). The advantage is that everything is protected so that the
possibility of anything needing attention is greatly reduced.
Tools
There is some soldering to be done, so you need a soldering iron and everything that goes with it.
That includes a good wire stripper (I paid AUD24.95). Very important because you have a lot of fine
wires to strip. A few screwdrivers, side cutters, a sharp knife, a drill and drill bits. Ideally, a circular
saw and saw table. A paint brush. A router will help with some tasks, particularly trimming the
Perspex to exactly match the frame.
Supplies
 Solder
 Screws, both countersunk and dome head. 4 gauge, 9mm. Allow AUD7.00
 Wood glue, outdoors type (I used Sikabond 250ml). Allow AUD10.79
 Plywood for the backing. One piece 1200mm x 810mm x 2.7mm did it all. Take care to
choose a piece without any warping. Allow AUD11.00
 Perspex for the front. Dark Red Acrylic (code 102). For me two pieces 1000mm x 380mm x
3mm. Allow AUD26.00 per piece cut to size
 Pine wood for the frame. I bought one piece 140mm x 19mm x 2.4m. Used my saw to cut
strips for everything needed. Take care to buy a straight piece of timber. Allow AUD15.36 (if
building a double sided display)
 Plugs to make hooking up very easy. I bought a pair of 4 way plugs for AUD8.95
 Paint. Flat black for the inside and white gloss for the outside. 250ml tins are ample for the
job. Allow AUD12.00 per tin
 A nice handle for carrying it all. I spent AUD2.49
 If building a two sided display, a pack of two hinges. Allow AUD10.21
 Retaining clips to hold cables against the side of the frame. Allow AUD1.80
 A USB to TTL (Serial) adapter. Bought mine off EBay for AUD2.31 delivered. This one has five
pins only. The trick is to know which ones to use. But I tell you about this later.
 Cable to connect to 12V DC supply.
 Cable to connect the computer to the display controller board.
 9 core wire. I found exactly that and bought 8 metres. More than enough. Allow AUD25.00

Where to Start
Start with building the frame.
For this you need to cut enough pine that is 20mm in depth.
For one frame that is two pieces of 1000mm and two pieces to close the ends, around 380mm each.
Cut the plywood to size (1000 x 380). There are also a few pieces glued in to take the hinges (if you
are going to make the double sided version).

The 20mm deep frame is glued and screwed to the plywood (countersunk screws (9mm self-tapping)
from the back of the plywood). Here we can see where everything is going to go.
Mount the LED panels.
These need to be close to the Perspex for best results, so I made some strips 7mm deep to raise
them up. 8mm might have been better. There are three screw holes on each side of the LED panels. I
used 4 gauge x 9mm dome head self-tapping screws for this. The 7mm deep strips won’t work unless
you do some work to give clearance to the solder work on the underside of the LED panels. I did
most of this with a router table, but I don’t recommend it as it is very dangerous. You can’t easily
protect your fingers from a sudden slip and you will be working with your fingers very close to the
cutter. The safe, but much more expensive option is to buy proper upstands from an electronics
shop. Alternatively, use a small 7mm block for each screw position. Make each block of reasonable
size so that you have a good gluing area.

This is the frame with upstands all glued in and painted matt black.
I simply glued the 7mm deep wooden upstands to the plywood.
I was guided about spacing by the instructions that come with the interface board from EmbeddedAbility.
The 7mm is enough to allow the hook up cable to be routed underneath.
The 9mm screws used to attach the LED panels won’t pass through the ply.
Mount the interface board
For this I used 3mm ply just to get the underneath soldering off the plywood backing.
The picture below shows more detail. In this case the 9mm screws will pass through the plywood
backing. I just ground off the points with my Dremmel.

And now for some soldering
The LED panels will use a common Anode(+ve) and separate Cathodes(-ve). So the first step is to
solder a wire across all the anodes.

I used a wire with a short piece of insulation to get the job done, and then snipped off the excess.
Note that each connection has a letter against it. These correspond to the segments of the 7
segment display, and separately for the decimal point. So there are 8 in all, plus one for the power
side (anode). That is why you need 9 cores for your wire.
Now we strip our 9 core wire and tin each of the ends, and solder to each of the solder pads.

The colour wire that goes to each pad isn’t important, except that it should be exactly the same for
all LED panels. You will see that the left hand solder pad makes the connection to the Anode side. In

the case of one of my panels the track between the Anode pads and the left hand bottom pad
wasn’t made so I had to solder a wire to connect them. After that all of my LED panels worked.
The letter codes on the LED panel correspond to the letter codes on the interface board.
And now, put it all together

The cables are routed to the interface board as shown. The holes to the left are for the connections
still to be made from the second panel.
Here’s some detail of the interface connections. Note that the jumpers (three can be seen around
the middle right of the picture) are not in the correct position. More on this later.

Painting the outside
This is a good time to take a break and paint the outside of the frame white. I used two coats of
acrylic gloss. I ended up with a bead of paint on the side where the Perspex is to go, so I used a sharp
blade and simply scraped this off. In this way I ended up with a flat surface for the Perspex.

Make the connections to the outside world
This is to make the setting up easy and fairly foolproof.
First, the 4 way plug.

This can only be connected in one way and provides wires for battery positive and negative, and
serial port ground and data.
I drilled and filed through the end of the frame and glued in one plug.

Then made the connections to the interface board.

In this picture
12V Battery +ve is white
12V Battery –ve is brown
Serial port Ground is yellow
Serial port Data is green

Off to the computer side of things

This is the USB to TTL (Serial) adapter. It cost all of AUD2.31 from China, post free. But for that price
you get to wait a while. I waited about 3 weeks. This one came with a Silicon Labs chip which I guess
is pretty standard. Plugged it into the USB port and so far as I can tell, Windows recognised it
immediately and it was ready for use. If this is not your experience, you can download drivers for it
very easily.
The important thing to know about this device is that the two pins that you need to use are the top
two.
The top one, marked 3V3 is connected as the ‘ground’ reference. This connects through to the
yellow wire shown on the previous page.
The one marked TXD is the transmit channel and connects through to the green wire shown on the
previous page.
These pins are sized and spaced exactly the same as for a JR connector. Very handy!
Later on I cut away the heat shrink covering around the top 3 pins so that the JR connector could be
pushed on all the way. Otherwise the heat shrink plastic interferes and reduces the integrity of the
pin to connector contact.
Back to the hardware, and a word about jumpers

When you get your interface board and instructions, you will find out the useful things that the three
jumpers can do for you. However my board arrived like this. Jumpers 1 and 2 were ‘off’ and jumper 3
was ‘on’. Jumper 3 sets the baud rate, and this should be 9600. With Jumper 3 ‘on’, the baud rate
becomes 19200, and that can have issues. The main one being that the reliable cable run length that
you can use is greatly reduced. And we all want reliability. So, make sure that Jumper 3 is ‘off’, that is,
set up for 9600 baud operation. Set the other jumpers according to your preferences.

Back to the computer, and this time to GliderScore DigitalTimer
This is how the Serial Port Settings should look for use with the interface board.
Most likely, if your computer does not have a serial port installed, your port name will be COM3 (or
higher). That’s what happened on my portable PC. This screen shot is from my desktop PC, hence,
COM1.

Now we are ready to try it out
Make your connections to a 12V power source.
The LEDs will all light up for 2 secs, and then the decimal points will flash once per second. That tells
you that the interface board is initialized and ready for your signal, and all LED panels are working.
Make your connections from the USB to TTL adapter through to the interface board. Plug in the USB
to TTL adapter into the computer. Run GliderScore and after taking the necessary steps, click on
Open Timer. GliderScore DigitalTimer will open. Click on Start and it will all happen.
All OK, so now attach the Perspex (acrylic)
My frames came out slightly undersized (length and width) so I wanted to trim the Perspex down.
Firstly I clamped the Perspex in position and then measured (12mm in from the sides) for two holes
on the opposite side to the clamps, and drilled. Using a 1/8” drill makes a hole that is a perfect fit for
the 4 gauge x 9mm self-tapping screws. Drill only just through the Perspex and then drive in the selftappers. They will find their own way through the wood.
I then removed the clamps and using a router trimming bit (a straight bit with a ball-bearing wheel at
the end) trimmed the Perspex to size as far as the screws would allow. I then drilled for and fitted
two more screws, removed the first two, and trimmed the rest of the way.
This is great to do but you do end up with pink acrylic ‘snow’ over everything. Too bad that I didn’t
take a picture of this! Best way to clean up is with a vacuum cleaner. You won’t be popular if the
acrylic ‘snow’ gets walked into the house. Drill the rest of the holes (I used 8 in all) and drive in the
screws.
Final steps
All that is left is to make up cables of a suitable length and arrange some form of mounting system
for in-field use. Remember all of this is integrated with audio as well so you now have a complete
audio and visual system for automating the running of a competition.
And one final caution
When you do get this far, remember to set your computer’s power saving settings so that the
computer never sleeps. You will find out soon enough if you have forgotten to do this. Everything
stops! Fortunately for me this happened in the shed, so no harm done. However, lesson well learned.

Thanks for reading
Check out the video on the website to see how mine turned out.
Thanks for reading this far. It takes a long time to say it and it is a journey, but a worthwhile one and
something that anybody can do and do well.
I’d love to hear how your project went. Let me know by email to gerry.carter@gliderscore.com.

